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The study of mental structues in perception should4nclUde'stimuli

that are (1) 'unfamiliar, (2) complex; and((3) are designed so that .

?
information required fOr taskperformar5.6 can be soystematically

manipulated. 41e,found that procelsing of'sugh 5tiduli; the ribbon

.figures, appears-to be serial. This was indiciited by a linen
. .,

.
j. ut

relationship betikee,n esponse latency.and, stimulus complexity. We so

f -/. - .

, c

found a positive co.r.relation betWeen response'latency and the number of.. e
/ . , , , . .

, ,

'eye movements 'executed. Itis suggested 'that ah/eye fixation represents a'
\

"cnunk" of visual information wn9se processing requires cog/nit ve
i

resources..

,C "une 'method of' deMonstrating the imIrtance)of mental structures in
Att,

pefception is,to present an impove rished stimulus to. the viewer and find

that he or she can "fill'in", what's missing from the ti.mulus.. Thus,

, . .

topdown processes in perception have been demonstrated by showing that

,

People can seelforms made' up of subjective contours (e.g., Coren, 1972) or
,..

. .

can recognize a pictured scene presented too briefly to allow for eye

. \
. .

.

movements (Biederman; 4.972). While often quite compelling, sucn)'t,'
'

J
v -

demonstrations leave unanswered
v

trw queStionsitof what ehese mental

structures. are like and how they are acquired.

A second method of demonstrating the importance of mental structures.,

.n perception is to use unfamiliar stimuli,.fhat i , stimuli for which the

viewer has not yet Acquired an appropriate mentalstructure (Hochberg:St

Klopfer, .1981; Klopfer, 1983). Without a mental structure or perceptual .
(Hochberg, 1968)

..i.aschemahto guide it', perteptio of an unfamiliar stimulus shou be

1
relatively slow and.should ddpendoboth on the complexity of the stimulus

and on the distribution of informati,on?in that stimulus. The ribbon'
S.
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.....ti uli were designed with these characteristics_ in mind to show the:.s ti

-. )

of perceiVing vithodt effective. sc
,

The first figure showsaribbon figure, used in an earlier experiment

(Ho<berg.& KlopferZ 1981) ; with it I would like to, describe tne

subjects' tasks Suppose w wexe to paint one surface of this depicted

object blue wnile leaving

0

figUre. The sdhjects' task was to indicate what culor the surface of the

Other,,sur.fage white, as shown in this.

-.last panel should be, given that the surface of the first panel is blue.
*,

The actual 'stimuli that the subjects saw were not Sha411tas tnis one is.,
/

5 .

Essentially,, 'we asked the Subject to judge whether thesurfaces of the two

end panels were.the same or if°they were' different, or opposite surfaces.

,.
", I'll refer to. the task as the qSame/Different" task for `the rest of tile

-.' /
,

.

paper.

The ribbon.stimuli used in the present research were made by

attaching together'panels at various angles according,Co numbers drawn

from a random number tabld (See. Attneave & Arnoult, 1956; Hochberg;

101): The ribbon stimuli are unfamiIiar'in that tree relationship between
v.

any two nonadjacent surfaces; that is, whether they are the same, or

different; cannot be reliably predictAd.

The second feature of the ribbon stimuli is that we can vary their

complexity by varying the number of panels. In doing the Same/bifterent

task, every junction of a ribbon stimulus serves as a potential decision

nerint., We felt that by varying the number of decision Toints, that is, .

number of Tanels,.w

t

4

4
*ere also 'varying the complexity of. the Stimuli.

it
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)
The final feature of the ribbon stimuli is that We were ab e

manipulate the distribution of stimulus information that is r94evant Lb;

makihg the Same/DifferentAudgements. We call this`

Z,,The ribbon stimuli used in tne'present,resparch differed.in the proportion

of informat-f3e junctions land- in whether not they ,contained a Skewed'

, - -

junction. The second figure illustrates these two Legibility

manipulations..

1

AlthOugh each junction setyes as-a potential' dedision poinor tae:

,)-
Same/Different task, hot all of them are equally informattve.

Specifically; occluding junctions are ,informative; non - occluding

junctions 'are.not. Occluding junctions, marked little lion the figure

I, o

the upper eft of this figure.,:are junctions where panels are partially;''

occluded by preceding ones. Non-occluding" junctions,,marked little double

are'those where the panels forming tne junction are, entirely

Occluding junctions m7"regions where adjacent panels are, of different

surfaces; at non-o I ding j nctions the Adjacent panels are hf.the same'

surface.

Now, looking only at 'the pair of stimuli on the left,,you can see

chat both .of these figures have eight panels, but that they differ in the

proportion of occluding junctions. The top figure has a Low proportion of

oclyding junctions; the bottom figure has a High proloortion.

The ribbon stimuli could also differ in whether or not they contain a

skewed junction. Look at the figure in.the upper left again. All of the

.pahels'in this figure are attached end-to-end on opposite sides of the
4

1

hexagons. The little. 'a' points to two such,junctions, called Para,-

r-

4
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junctions. Now, look at the figure iip the upp:Vignc. If inst;ead of
'=-

.....

accaching:ya-panel.tO the opposite side from where
!.

IpTeVious panel is

1 , ,,,. , ip v

attached,'( yi ,accach is to a neighboring Side, we get a skewed junction..
, CJ

The 'little,' b' poinc?:.to

,.

Stimuli,Containing.only,F ra- jur.tons are called Para- figures; stimuli
.r-

two skewed junecionsq,-:Called Meta- juncriOns..,
z.

Containing Meta-,jun s are called Meta- figures.:

in this figure, cnen, are the four cells of a i X', Z',Legibilicy

manip-UlatiOn Used in
.'

.

the preSenTesearch: goingwir-left to right, che,
4.

....;,

, .,2: J

stiuTi could be either Pares- or,Me going from top .bottom the--

sc/0 mpli could contain a ,Low or a' High proportion of occluding junctions.

All together, four sets of drawings were made., Each ,4c contained
.

P .44i

:figUres ranging from 2 to 14 panels long,land each set represent

/ .
. .

.

..:different leliIOf Legibility.. From these drawings, four sets of. xibb

?I 'objects were constructed.

\ .0
Based upon maniplui*Ion of the three variables, Unfamiliarity,

. t .

.
..1.

..CompleXloxyi'and Legibilicy, we expected' tot find chdt: -Pirsc, because the
,........

scimeli are unfamiliar, perceptual processing ghould\be slow,
1

and

effarcful; Second, processing time should vary.direccly with cOmplexicy,

or the number of panels; Third,'-because processing is -efforvful; ;

Ad mental load should intdracc with coMplexicy; kind F4uTcn,

processing time should be a fufict of Legibility.

'In Experiment I, 10,sub'jec-cs-"Saw drawings of the ribb 0 scimula

.., .

Podreji?cied onto h scrdenC in Lxperimenc II che ribbon,obl.Cts we're plated
, .

, i .
V ' 'i . , ' 'll.

dir?ccly in front of tea different subjects. For half,Of the :blocks''

AP

"an both experiments, subjects madeiche Sabe(DiffereaCjudgemeacs.while
/1'

a 4 4
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simultaneously performing mental artihmeti.c; 'these are referred to as the

Loaded trial blocks. ,

The third.figure shoWO'i, e:,dat hatV werq averiged across sUbjects.

and acros's.trial blocks for drdwings

trial blocks (3.1- all.' four levels',f.
,

apanels; Unlo1 triale tr a 1 blocks
/
are layed in the pair on the left.

1 ...

figures are,the left-hand,red members of each pair' Meta- tutieS

"S' 4
.arp the right-hand green members. Finally, figures\having a High

.proportion of occluding- junctions are'plotted with a dueled:line, Low

figures are indicated bysolid lines.,,Note.that the effect of secondary

the.ribbon stimuli.' The Loaded

ility are in the-two right-hand

task perfoi4ance is to increase the slopes of the response latency,
/ .

.

functions, sug esting that processing of these stimuli is not automatic

, \.
,

but' requir mental,resoUrceS:' Also note the differences in slope between

the High,and Low figures; these differences contribute to the significant

interaction of Legibility X Complexity. './.

1.1 p.z

,

In thefourtOigure,are the -response .latency factions for objects.'

Aguin: Loaded trial blocks are the pair on the right, Un16aded are on. the . .

left; Para- and Meta- are the red.and green members of Bach pair; and -

4

High and,Low are indicated by dashed and solid Units. ''Hpre, as was the

case with drawing's, response latency varies directly with object

ry'Qomplexity, object. complexity interacts with mental load,.and object

complexity interacts with Legibility.

In a third experiment eye movements were recorded from,six subjects

who viewed either thejfibbon objects or drawings of those objects., The'

average site of the eye movements'wes roughly'2.5 degrees for both'

6



drawings and objects. The small eye movement size.suggeSts that subjects

were looking at the stimuli by, linking together adjacent foveal fields,.

quite possibly looking at every :junction. Moreover, she average

correlation between response latency and tne number of eye movements was

.65 for objects and-84 for pictures., with .no differences across Loaded
.

4and Unloaded trial blacks.

- /

Based on these.results, it is tempting.eO speculate that perceptual

schemag are comprised of "chunks (Miller, I956)` of information to process

that an eye fixation represents a "chunk." The significant effect ot

A
Legibility suggeSts tnat the physical size of a "cnunk," in degrees of

Visual'angle, can vary according to the distribution of stimulus

information., The significant effect of simultaneous mental ioa suggests

thatthe size of the "ChUnk" also., epends upon the availability of

pros ssing resources.

Thestimdli used in theSe experiments were designed for examining the
r

effects of unfamiliarity, complexity and legibility. on object and layout

- ..

,%pliception 'Objects and, laouta.'are, for the most part, arrangements of .

L . .6.

C
surfaces fOrMing dihedral angles. The arrangements of'surfaces ot

familiar, objects and layouts' are by definition not flapnazard.' The ribbon -°./..4.,

/'

..

stimuli, which are composed of nearly haphazard arrangements of dihedral II

'junctions, alldw for the systematil study of object and layout perception

and ofthe mediating mental structures.
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Figure Captions\

Figure 1: A 22-Paneled "Same" ribbon figure.

Figure 2: Tne tour levels of legibility: ParaLow, Paradign,
MetaLbw, MecaHigh.

Figure 3: Average response latency as a function of panel number,
legibility, and secondary task requirements -- drawings.

t

Figure 4: Avetage response latency as a function of panel number,
legibility, and secondary task requirements -- objects.
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